63459
24in 1210 SMT
flexible 12VDC
LED strip

12V
50〜60HZ
lower than 60Deg

-20 to 60Deg
5% to 95%
IP55
open air

24 in x .39 in
ledlight.com's
gift box
165/Ctn
CE & RoHS
no lens
flexible/protective

rubber sleeve

indoor/outdoor

85%

10000hrs
see website for
more information

Flexible LED Light has two sided tape so just remove and stick into place. The LEDs are spaced at
1 per inch. CE and Rohs certified. Each color has a different Lumen output, watt consumption, and
current consumption. Available in white (6000 Kelvin), warm white (3000 Kelvin), red (630nm780nm), green (500nm-570nm), blue (420-470), yellow/amber (570-600), and RGB. Using a RGB
controller, you can have sync color changing. Each 12" length uses 72mA of current at 12 VDC.
You can use the flexible LED Lights with a standard 9 volt transistor battery. Very low power
consumption. Up to 24 feet of light can be illuminated with one 2A power supply. The flexible strips
can be interconnected together using the connector. Very low profile. Up to 60 feet for RGB
repeater (54324) or controller (74324). The flexible strip may also be cut down to size. There are cut
marks that show where the flexible strip maybe cut. You cannot interlink, or connect end to end
after you have cut the flexible strip down to size. Please note after cutting the flexible strip it is not
returnable for credit. You can calculate how many flexible strips footage you can run by a power
supply by dividing the power supply wattage by the wattage per foot that the flexible led light uses.
Great for outdoor/indoor parties, holidays, stage and other decorations, accent lighting, special
events, etc.
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